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THE COMPASS WE INTENDED -- WHAT OUR STUDENTS 

WILL KNOW TO ENHANCE THEIR UNDERSTANDING, 

OWNERSHIP, SATISFACTION AND SUCCESS.  

 Our operational definition of liberal education – Why, 
if, then 

 The fit of our newly revised General Education 
curriculum within our liberal education expectations 

 The objective, core mission of the University’s new GE 
program – its centrality, intentionality,  explicitness, 
responsiveness and accessibility 

 The curricular integrations – major, GE, 
developmental interweaving 

 The supporting structures of the campus culture – 
equal understanding, common  interpretation, 
university-wide oversight 

 The communications plan for disseminating the 
expectation 

 The plan for assessing the who, what and how of the 
shared expectation and the core’s ongoing relevance 



THE REALITY OF OUR EXPERIENCE:  THE ROADS TO 

AND BEYOND BUY-IN 

• What we got right: 

• Our GE program renewal effort was driven by a focus 
on improved outcomes for our students. 

• Those outcomes were well defined, cleanly articulated 
and demonstrated support for a broad range of 
student needs and expectations.  

• The GE reform team engaged students and student 
leaders in working sessions and later focus groups.  
The working groups provided concrete and practical 
examples of the proposed curriculum’s intentions and 
benefits.  The focus group inputs were recycled to 
enhance the unfolding curriculum. 

• The “big picture” view of the proposed curriculum 
resonated with our students and student buy-in was 
facilitated easily and quickly. 



THE REALITY OF OUR EXPERIENCE:  THE ROADS TO 

AND BEYOND BUY-IN – CONT. 

• The potholes: 

• The work of engaging faculty was far more labor 
intensive and far less productive and, unfortunately, 
quickly became the Committee’s priority.  This work was 
not student focused. 

• The work of securing administrative commitment to 
dedicated leadership for the program extended over a 
year; leadership by committee opened the door for 
missed opportunity. 

• While student support in the developmental phases was 
strong, these would not be the affected students. 

• The work of engaging and educating prospective 
students was relegated to a bottom rung on the list of 
priorities and was readdressed only days before new 
student orientation.  Work at the leadership levels was 
never approached. 

• While the response of students to individual courses was 
overwhelming positive, student knowledge regarding the 
overarching program mission and goals was low.      

 



RECLAIMING THE MISSING PIECES:  REDEFINING 

OUR CENTER, RESHAPING OUR COMMUNICATIONS 

AND BROADENING OUR EXPECTED OUTCOMES 

 Students as focal – The comprehensive response 

 Supporting structure maintenance 
 Dedicated leadership 

 Mission alignment 

 Broad message dissemination – proactive(?), responsive, 
integrated(?), ongoing 

 Curriculum deconstruction to fuel knowing – The what of 
our messages 
 Why prescribed courses and developmental sequence 

 Why opportunity for choice 

 Why collaborative and interdisciplinary course design and 
delivery 

 Curriculum assessment to connect students’ understanding 
of program intentions with their ability to assess program 
validity and reliability in real time and overtime relative to 
their learning needs and interests independent of and in 
support of their disciplinary and occupational pursuits 

 



AN EVOLVING DESIGN – DEVELOPING OUR OWN BEST 

PRACTICES 

 
 

 Creating the common thread 

 Marketing in-house and on the road 

 The targets 

 The team 

 The media 

 Assessing our progress 

 What 

 When 

 How 

 Retooling what we know 

 



Communicating Park 
University’s Liberal Education 

Program 



Park University Campus 
Centers 



From General Education 
to Liberal Education 

PROBLEMS: 

 In Effect, Two Different General Education Requirements: One 

for Traditional 16-week students and Another for Distance 

Students (Campus Center and Online) 

 Different Application of  GE requirements: Just about any 

course in a discipline would count for 27 of  the 52 hours 

required for Distant Students  

 Different Organizational Cultures 

 



Process: Year One 

YEAR ONE 

 Initially a Faculty Taskforce worked in isolation.  They proposed a 

good plan, based on best practices. Their only feedback was from 

other faculty.  

 Once campus wide discussions started, it became apparent that the 

plan was unworkable for the whole university. 

 



Process: Year Two 

 We tested the proposed (Liberal Arts) program with actual 

transcripts of  transfer students 

 Compromises reached. Program renamed “Liberal Education” 

 Program approved by Faculty Senate 

 



Process: Year Three 

 Park Distance Learning introduces new objections 

 Objections further investigated 

 Adjustment made to transfer guidelines 

 A proposal to further delay the program is rejected by the Faculty 

Senate 

 Program ready for AY 2010-2011 











Communication Actions 

 Distribution of  new LE 

Curriculum at Fall Faculty 

Conference to all faculty  

(August 2010) 

 Distribution of  new LE 

Curriculum at the gathering of  

all Campus Center Directors 

(September 2010) 

 

 Distribution and presentation of  

new LE Curriculum to 

Academic Advisors and Park 

Student Success Center 

(Summer 2010) 

 Distribution of  new LE 

Curriculum to incoming 

freshmen at Freshman 

Orientation (August 2010) 



Major Issues 

 Need new courses for LE 

program 

     Decided on a 2-year transition in 

which current GE courses would 

count for certain LE courses 

 How do faculty propose new 

courses? 

    Website dedicated to the process 

with a flow chart 

 

 

 Working out details of  

transferability with Registrar’s 

Office 

 Numerous meetings between 

Interim Provost and Registrar 

 Appointment of  Individual in 

charge of  the program  

 Assistant Dean of  CLAS 



Problems  

 LE 300: Integrative and 

Interdisciplinary Learning 

course 

 Not enough courses 

 Communication from the 

Assistant Dean to faculty and 

campus centers  

  

 So far the effect on the 

students have been the least 

problematic 
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           Why We’re Here Today 
To Develop a Way to Breathe Life 

Into the Liberal Arts for the 
Class of 2015 



  

           So That By The Time They’re 
Here…. 



  

           They Think More About Their 
Education Than This 



We know why studying the Liberal 
Arts is important: 
• Lays foundation for a career by learning 

more than facts 
 

• Forms opinions and judgments, rather than 
deferring to outside authorities 

• Develops a moral compass – knowing good from 
evil, justice from injustice, civility from disrespect 

• Prepares for the marketplace of ideas rather than 
acquiring time-bound skills driven by the 
marketplace 



The Discussion of What is a Liberal Arts 
Education has a Long and Rich History: 

 
• Captured in Bruce Kimball’s Orators and Philosophers 

 

• Of concern to professional organizations like AAC&U and 
CCAS 
 

As a curriculum it is: 
 

• Typically defined as groupings of required coursework 
 

• Liberal Arts Core at Syracuse 
• General Education in the SUNY System 
• Essential Learning Outcomes by AAC&U’s LEAP Initiative 

(Liberal Education & America’s Promise) 
 

 



"It is not so very important for a person to learn 
facts. For that he does not really need a college. 
He can learn them from books. The value of an 
education in a liberal arts college is not the 
learning of many facts but the training of the 
mind to think something that cannot be learned 
from textbooks.“ 
 
--1921, on Thomas Edison's opinion that a college 
education is useless 

  
"Wisdom is not a product of schooling but of the life-long 

attempt to acquire it." 

--Letter to an admirer, March 22, 1954 

Albert Einstein 



Then Why Do We Reduce Something So Noble 
as the Liberal Arts Curriculum…. 

  



To This? 

  

 

Syracuse University 



And This? 

  

Univ. of Texas – Austin 



Or This? 

Univ. of Nebraska – Lincoln 



Or This? 

  

IUPUI 



We contend that by doing so our students see 
the Liberal Arts Core Curriculum as: 
 
• Nothing more than a checklist of courses to get “out 

of the way” rather than as laying a foundation for 
further study and intellectual growth 
 

• A series of boxes or lines to be filled in 
 
And nothing more than a thoughtless process 
done once a semester when choosing courses 
for no other reason than to fulfill requirements 



Liberal Arts Core Checklists Provide: 
 

• No context for individual courses selections 
• No interconnectedness of courses to goals 

 
And this is as true for students as it is for 
advisors and faculty 
 
Why? 
 

Because the original intentions of a deliberative faculty 
when creating the requirements are overshadowed by 
categories, lists of courses, and checklists 

 



What’s Next? 
 

What can we do to help students, advisors, and 
faculty to understand and appreciate: 
 

• The goals and underlying purpose of a LAC 
 

• How a LAC enhances the educational outcomes of a 
baccalaureate degree 
 

• How a LAC provides the foundation for majors and 
minors, and life after college 
 

• Why choosing courses in a LAC should be a meaningful 
and creative experience rather than an exercise in 
checking boxes 

 

 



Our proposal/pilot for change 
 

Adding meaning to a LAC curriculum means 
adding engaged and interactive interest 
 

• We have guidebooks and checklists that all look the same to 
individual students – representations are not unique, although 
the goal is to provide students with their own experience with 
a LAC 
 

• We have faculty and advisors who don’t see a LAC as the 
foundation for strengthening a student’s intellectual 
experience  with majors and minors 
 

• We want to develop and interactive and creative process for 
student and advisors to engage in that results in a visual 
representation – a type of mapping that is unique 
 
 
 

 
 

 



Visualization, individualizing, and 
interaction 



Visualization, individualizing, and 
interaction 



Visualization, individualizing, and 
interaction 
 
 

 



Why may this approach work? 
 

Some preliminary thoughts: 
 

• Students and advisors see something grow and evolve as each 
student develops an individual roadmap through a LAC 
 

• Narratives that describe the goals of different conceptual 
elements of a LAC would be incorporated into the process of 
developing these visualizations 
 

• The look of each student’s outcome would be unique – 
although the basic goals of a LAC would be realized 
 

• The process may be more intellectually engaging than 
interacting with a checklist 

 

It may even prove to be fun! 
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